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Abstract. The control of parameters during the execution of bio-
inspired algorithms is an open research area. In this paper, we propose a
new parameter control strategy for the immune algorithm CLONALG.
Our approach is based on reinforcement learning ideas. We focus our
attention on controlling the number of clones. Our approach provides an
eﬃcient and low cost adaptive technique for parameter control. We use
instances of the Travelling Salesman Problem. The results obtained are
very encouraging.
1 Introduction
When we design a bio-inspired algorithm to address a speciﬁc problem we need
to deﬁne a representation, and a set of components to solve the problem. We
also need to choose parameter values which we expect will give the algorithm
the best results. This process of ﬁnding adequate parameter values is a time-
consuming task and considerable eﬀort has already gone into automating this
process [10]. Researchers have used various methods to ﬁnd good values for the
parameters, as these can aﬀect the performance of the algorithm in a signiﬁcant
way. The best known mechanism to do this is tuning parameters on the basis
of experimentation, something similar to a generate and test procedure. Taking
into account that an immune algorithm run is an intrinsically dynamic adaptive
process, we can expect that a dynamic adaptation of the parameters during
the search could help to improve the performance of the algorithm, as it has
been shown for other metaheuristics [3], [5], [23], [29], [7], [16], [15]. The idea
of adapting and self-adapting parameters during the run is not something new,
but we need to manage a trade-oﬀ between the improvement of the search and
the adaptation cost. In this case, the idea is to monitor the search to be able to
trigger actions from an adaptive parameter control strategy, in order to improve
the performance of the well-known immune algorithm CLONALG [4].
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We present a brief revision of the related work in the parameter control do-
main in the following section. The algorithm CLONALG is brieﬂy described
in section 3 with remarks on the aspects of parameter control. We propose a
method in section 4 which includes a monitoring task. We have tested the al-
gorithm using our strategy with instances of the Travelling Salesman Problem,
that is reported in section 5. The conclusions in section 6 resume our experience
from this study and the following trends of this research.
2 Related Work
We can classify the parameter selection process into two diﬀerent methods:tuning
and parameter control, [6]. Tuning, as mentioned above, implies in the worst case
a generate and test procedure, in order to deﬁne which are the “best” parameter
values for a bio-inspired algorithm. Usually, these parameter values are ﬁxed
for all the runs of the algorithm. As we mentioned before, Revac [19] has been
proposed to tune of evolutionary algorithms in an eﬃcient way. The idea is to
use an estimation of distribution algorithms in an iterative process to converge
upon a set of good values for the parameters. The ParamILS [12] technique is
also available for tuning, it uses a local search strategy to search the parameter
values space in an eﬃcient way. The Racing methods [1] use statistical informa-
tion about the performance of the tuned algorithm to carry out a race between
diﬀerent parameter conﬁgurations.
We can expect that the “best” parameter values depend on the step of the
algorithm we are using. The main disadvantage of the tuning methods is the
time they require to perform the calibration process. For that reason, the idea
of designing strategies to allow the algorithm to change its parameter values
during its execution appears as a promising way to improve the performance of
a bio-inspired algorithm. In this context many ideas have been proposed in the
evolutionary research community, including self-adaptability methods. In self-
adaptive methods, each individual incorporates information which can inﬂuence
the parameter values or the evolution of these processes can be used to deﬁne
some criteria to produce changes, [22], [9], [16].
The parameter control methods can be grouped according to the parameter
controlled. For example, we can ﬁnd strategies which control the population size.
The parameter-less algorithm [13] implements a population control performing si-
multaneous runs of a genetic algorithm with diﬀerent population sizes, emulat-
ing a race among the multiple populations. As the search progresses, parameter-
less eliminates small populations which present a worse average performance than
larger populations. A recent research of Eiben et al. [7] proposes a strategy to
change the population size of the genetic algorithm, taking into account the state
of the search. The method is called PRoFIGA. PRoFIGA is able to change the
population size according to the convergence and stagnation of the search process.
It is also possible to ﬁnd strategies which combine methods to control several
parameters. In [24], Srinivasa et al. propose the SAMGA method. The SAMGA
method incorporates an adaptive parameter control technique to vary the pop-
ulation size, mutation rate and crossover rate of each population of a parallel
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genetic algorithm. The changes are performed according to the relative perfor-
mance of one population against the others. Moreover, it dynamically controls
the migration rate based on the stagnation of the global search procedure. Re-
cently, Montiel et al. [17] introduced the HEM algorithm which implements an
evolutionary algorithm. The HEM algorithm incorporates an adaptive intelligent
system which allows the parameter values of the individuals to be controlled in a
self-adaptive way. The intelligent system is able to learn about the evolutionary
algorithm performance based on expert knowledge and feedback from the search
process.
The parameter setting problem, usually suited for evolutionary algorithms,
also has been extended to other research areas. In [14] Mezura and Palomeque
proposed a parameter control strategy for the constraint-handling mechanism
used by a Diﬀerential Evolution Algorithm. In their strategy they self-adapted
three parameters and one parameter is deterministically controlled. In [28], the
authors proposed a two-fold strategy to deterministically control the explo-
ration/exploitation balance during the search and to adaptively coordinate the
crossover and mutation operation. This strategy is implemented in an evolution-
ary multi-objective algorithm with binary representation.
One of the ﬁrst approaches to parameter control in immune systems was pro-
posed by [8]. In this work Garret proposed a self-adaptive control strategy to
control the amount of clones generated from each cell. The amount of clones is
established according to predictions of the performance of the algorithm based on
the performance that the algorithm showed in the previous iterations. In [11], Hu
et al. propose an adaptive control strategy to control the exploration/exploitation
rate in the search. In their approach, they divide the repertoire set in three sub-
sets based on their quality. The cells in the best set are mutated according to a
micro-mutation process based on the normalized performance of these cells. This
approach implements an elitist crossover operator that operates in the two bet-
ter set of cells. The strategy proposed is able to control the amount of exploita-
tion/exploration according to the variation of two parameters associated to the
micro-mutation and crossover operators here deﬁned. The parameter associated
to the micro-mutation operator is controlled in an adaptive way and the param-
eter associated to the crossover operator is controlled in a deterministic way.
The advantage of changing the parameter values during the execution becomes
more relevant when we are tackling NP-complete problems. In this paper we
introduce a strategy which is able to implement eﬃcient parameter control by
using the idea of taking into account the evolution, while also taking action
during the execution in order to accelerate the convergence process.
3 Description of CLONALG
Artiﬁcial Immune Systems (AIS) have been deﬁned as adaptive systems inspired
by the immune system and applied to problem solving. In this paper we are
interested in CLONALG that is an artiﬁcial immune algorithm based on Clonal
Selection. CLONALG has successfully been applied to solve various complex
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Standard CLONALG
Begin
Cells = Initialise population of A antibodies (1)
Calculate Fitness (Cells) (2)
i=1;
Repeat
Sp = Selected n best antibodies from Cells (3)
Pc = Generate C clones of each antibody from Sp (4)
Pc = Mutation(Pc) (5)
Cells = Cells + Pc (6)
Cells = Selected n best antibodies from Cells (7)
Cells = Replace worst (Cells, Generate (A− n) New antibodies); (8)
i = i + 1;
until i=Max-number-of-iterations
End
Fig. 1. Standard version of CLONALG
problems. It follows the basic theory of an immune system response to pathogens.
Roughly speaking, the components of the algorithm are cells named antibodies
and an antigen that is an invader attacking the immune system. The immune
system reproduces those cells that recognise antigens. Cells that match well are
cloned (create copies of themselves). The better the match, the more clones. The
clones undergo small mutations which may improve their recognition. A selection
process retains the best cells as memory cells. The CLONALG pseudocode is
shown in ﬁgure 1.
The algorithm starts generating a random population of Cells and computing
their ﬁtness related to the problem at hand. The iterative process begins by
constructing a sub-population Sp of size n, composed by the n best antibodies
belonging the population of Cells. A new population of clones Pc is constructed
by generating C clones of each element on Sp. This population of clones follows
a mutation process, according to a mutation rate, computed using an exponen-
tial distribution with parameter ρ, in order to improve the evaluation value of
the clones. The set Cells is updated including the n best antibodies from Pc
and incorporating new (A − n) randomly generated antibodies to construct the
population of size A.
The standard parameters of CLONALG are: ρ, C, n and A. Our study is
focused on dynamically controlling parameter C. The value of C is related to
the exploitation of the search space, because at each iteration the algorithm tries
to improve these antibodies applying a mutation procedure.
4 Parameter Control Strategy
The key idea in our approach is to design a low computational cost strategy to
control the population size of clones in CLONALG. Our aim is to propose and
to evaluate a strategy that allows parameter adaptation in an immune based
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approach according to the problem at hand. We propose an adaptive reinforce-
ment control evaluated in the experimental comparison section.
4.1 Adaptive Control
CLONALG works with a set of antibodies as we mentioned before: A population
of C clones. The value of this parameter can be controlled in order to guide the
trade-oﬀ between the intensiﬁcation and the diversiﬁcation process of the algo-
rithm. Our idea for this control comes from reinforcement learning. We clearly
distinguish between a positive behaviour and a negative one either to reward
(increase) or to penalize (reduce) the number of antibodies that belong to the
set of clones.
Before we introduce our strategy we require the following deﬁnition:
Definition 1. Given a fitness function F to be maximized, a population Pc of C
clones and a population Sp of n selected antibodies. We define a success measure
for the parameter C in the i − th iteration, PSi(C) as:
PSi(C) = F (BPc)− F (BSp) (1)
where F (BPc) and F (BSp) are the respective ﬁtness of the best antibody of
the populations Pc and Sp. The idea is to evaluate if there is an improvement
of the best pre-solution found by the algorithm. In this case we reward this
situation by increasing the number of C clones, that means more exploitation
or intensiﬁcation of the search f the algorithm. When the algorithm decides to
reduce the number of clones it produces that the new population of cells will
be completed adding more new cells. From a conceptual point of view it can be
interpreted as more exploration or diversiﬁcation of the search of the algorithm.
Figure 2 shows the structure of the algorithm with the adaptive control. It
is important to remark that in lines 3 and 7 the ﬁtness are data available in
the original CLONALG code. We explicitly show their evaluations here because
we use them in lines 9 and 10. The algorithm computes the PSi(C) value in
order to increase (decrease) C (number of clones) value. Obviously, the algorithm
manages extreme situations, as C must be greater than 1.
Remark 1. The previous deﬁnition and the procedure can easily be adapted
when the function to be optimized must be minimized, as we use in the experi-
mental comparison section with the travelling salesman problem
The main motivation of the work reported in this paper is to address the on-line
parameter determination problem. We propose a new method which improves the
performance of CLONALG and also allows a self-adaptation of the parameter
C without adding a signiﬁcant overhead and without introducing any major
changes to its original algorithmic design. The decisions made during the search
are based on information available from a monitoring process. Such information
allows the algorithm to trigger changes when deemed necessary, based on the
potential advantages that such changes could bring. It is also important to keep a
proper balance between the level of improvement achieved and the computational
cost required to reach it.
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CLONALG-with adaptive control
Begin
Cells = Initialise population of A antibodies (1)
i = 1;
Repeat
Sp = Selected n best antibodies from Cells (2)
F (BSp)= Fitness of the best antibody in Sp (3)
Pc = Generate C clones of each antibody from Sp (4)
Pc = Mutation(Pc) (5)
Pc = Selected n best antibodies from Pc (6)
F (BPc) = Fitness of the best antibody in Pc (7)
New-Cells = Pc + Generate (A− n) New antibodies (8)
PSi(C) = F (BPc)− F (BSp) (9)
If (PSi(C) > 0) then C = C + 1
else If C > 2 then C = C − 1 (10)
i = i + 1 (11)
Cells = New-Cells (12)
until i=Max-number-of-iterations
End
Fig. 2. Clonal Selection Algorithm with Adaptive Control
5 Experimental Comparison
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the CLONALG algorithm using our
strategy.
5.1 Experimental Set-Up
The hardware platform for the experiments was a PC CPU Intel Core i7-920
4GB RAM, Mandriva 2009.
5.2 Travelling Salesman Problem
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a classical optimization problem, deﬁned
as the task of ﬁnding the shortest path for visiting N cities and returning to
the original point. TSP is a classical combinatorial optimization problem [26],
[31], [21]. Several approaches have been proposed to face the TSP using artiﬁcial
immune systems. The more well-known approach was proposed by de Castro and
von Zuben [2] that we brieﬂy present in the following section.
TSP-CLONALG: The original version of CLONALG to solve TSP [2] called
TSP-CLONALG, has some particularities that diﬀers of its standard version
to be noticed. The number of clones of each antibody is calculated according
to equation 2. We can observe that the amount of clones is determined by the
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parameter β and the ranking of the antibody k. The total amount of clones at
each iteration is calculated according to equation 3.
Ck = round
(
β ·A
k
)
(2)
C =
n∑
k=1
Ck (3)
In order to improve the performance of the standard version of the CLONALG to
solve TSP the authors have added two new parameters: The number of randomly
generated cells to be included (d) after a ﬁxed number of iterations (iter). In
the original version of CLONALG the random cells were incorporated at each
iteration and the number of random cells was ﬁxed at (A−n). Thus, this version
of the algorithm uses six parameters: ρ, β, A, n, d, iter. Using β and A it
computes the total amount of parameters C.
In this paper we compare the performance between TSP-CLONALG using 6
parameters and the standard CLONALG version using our strategy. In our study
we have detected that the parameters ρ and β are not relevant for the algorithm
when it uses our control strategy. Thus, for our approach we just considered 2
parameters (A, n).
In both versions of CLONALG the representation is a permutation of the cities
and the aﬃnity measure is the length of the tour associated to each instantiation
or antibody. We have considered as stopping condition when the algorithm is not
able to get a better solution during 40 iterations.
Before continuing our description of tests we will describe the tuning method
used in our experiments.
5.3 Tuning Method: Revac
In our experiments we used the tuning strategy called Relevance Estimation and
Value Calibration method, Revac. The Revac method was proposed by Eiben &
Nannen in [19]. Revac is deﬁned as an estimation of distribution algorithm [20]. It
works with a set of parameter conﬁgurations, a population. For each parameter,
Revac starts the search process with a uniform distribution of values within a
given range. As the process advances Revac performs transformation operations
with the aim of reducing each parameter distribution to a range of values that
performs the best.
Revac method works with a population of 100 parameter conﬁgurations and
at each iteration generates a new calibration using a crossover and a mutation
operator. Revac performs a total amount of 1000 runs of the algorithm to be
tuned, that means in average 109 number of evaluations.
5.4 Evaluation of the Adaptive Strategy
We report the results using the strategy considering Clones Variations (C).
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Scenario 1. In our experiments we have analyzed the results achieved by de
Castro and von Zuben in [2]. In their work they study the results obtained by
CLONALG method in an instance of 30 cities from [18] displayed in ﬁgure 3.
For this scenario we have used the information described in [2] and we have
interpreted their swap operator as the well-known 2-opt as the move for muta-
tion. We have used two versions of tuned CLONALG. The ﬁrst conﬁguration
uses the parameter values proposed by the authors of the method, we called this
conﬁguration hand-tuned conﬁguration. The second one has automatically been
obtained by Revac. Table 1 shows the original parameter conﬁguration and this
obtained by Revac. In the original version for TSP, the algorithm diﬀers from the
classical CLONALG. For TSP two new parameters are included as we mentioned
in section 5.2. It considers a set of d = 60 random cells to be included after every
20 iterations. Our adaptive technique works on the standard CLONALG, thus
these two parameters are not required for the algorithm using control.
Table 1. Parameter conﬁgurations for the 30 cities instance
Instance ρ β A n d
Hand-tuned 2.5 2.0 300 150 60
Revac 1.2 2.8 190 178 97
Table 2 shows the performance obtained by the tuned parameter conﬁgura-
tions and the adaptive strategy proposed for solving the 30 city instance. The
three versions of the algorithm found the optimal value of 48873.
Fig. 3. Coordinates of the 30 cities instance
From the results we observe that the C-strategy outperforms all other ver-
sions. However it appears using more evaluations than the tuned versions. The
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algorithm using C-strategy has found the optimal tour 25 times, of the 50 total
runs, the original hand-tuned version found 6 times and the version tuned using
Revac only found the optimal solution 8 times.
We do not know how many times the algorithm has been run and the cor-
responding number of evaluations done to obtain the hand-tuned parameters
conﬁguration. Revac performed around of 108 number of evaluations in order to
obtain the parameter values. These number of evaluations are not included in
the Table 2.
Table 2. Performance evaluation in the 30 cities instance. AS: Average Solution,
%ΔAv: Relative distance to optimum of the average of 10 runs, EAv: Average eval-
uations, Ebest: Evaluations of the best run, OF: Times the optimum was found.
Algorithm AS %ΔAv EAv Ebest OF
Hand-tuned 50795 3.9 48693 51256 6
Tuned by Revac∗ 50976 4.3 45649 47203 8
C-strategy 50109 2.5 76413 78990 25
∗ Tuned by Revac for 30 cities instance. Revac required
around of 108 number of evaluations for tuning this instance.
These evaluations are not included in the number of evalua-
tions reported in this table.
Table 3. Revac tuning results
Instance ρ β A n d
burma14 1.8 0.1 87 87 36
ulysses22 1.4 0.2 84 84 65
eil51 1.0 0.1 120 120 4
berlin52 1.8 0.3 112 70 37
st70 1.1 0.2 109 20 36
eil76 1.7 0.2 142 92 53
pr76 0.8 0.1 93 63 28
gr96 2 0.4 133 94 45
kroA100 1.7 0.7 104 95 45
eil101 2.5 0.7 147 103 52
ch130 1.4 0.8 149 73 52
ch150 2.4 3.2 219 164 59
gr202 3.1 0.5 152 150 50
tsp225 2.4 2.0 215 136 43
a280 0.9 3.8 222 203 70
pcb442 0.7 4.1 206 177 59
gr666 1.1 2.6 194 174 97
pr1002 0.5 1.4 172 110 66
Scenario 2. We have tested our technique using symmetric travelling salesman
problem instances from TSPLib1. The TSPLib is a set of more than 100 instances
1 http://www.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/groups/comopt/software/TSPLIB95/
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of the TSP collected by Professor Gerhard Reinelt in the mid 1990aˆA˘Z´s and that
has been extensively used in the metaheuristic research area in the last years [25],
[27], [30].
We have also calibrated the algorithm using Revac to solve other instances
of the TSP. For this, we have also estimated the value of parameter d, which
corresponds to the number of random cells to be inserted each 20 iterations. The
results obtained are shown in Table 3. We can observe that, for each instance,
Revac has identiﬁed diﬀerent parameter values. This means that the behaviour
of the algorithm strongly depends on both the problem instance and the values of
its parameters. The amount of selected antibodies, n, ranges from around 20% to
95% of the population size and the amount of random antibodies, d, incorporated
to the population each 20 generations ranges from 3% to 50% of the population
size. The size of the population of cells A and ρ are also dependent on the
instance at hand. The algorithm using our adaptive strategy does not require to
be re-tuned each time it must solve another new instance of the problem. Thus,
the time invested on tuning is strongly reduced.
Graphs in ﬁgure 4 show the relative distance to optimun for each instance
comparing the performance of the C-strategy against to the hand-tuned and
Revac-tuned performance.
Table 4. Performance of Hand-tuned conﬁguration. AS: Average Solution, %ΔAv:
Relative distance to optimum of the average of 10 runs, EAv: Average evaluations, BS:
Best solution of 10 runs, %ΔBest: Relative distance to optimum of the best solution
found, Ebest: Evaluations of the best run.
Instance AS %ΔAv EAv BS %ΔBest Ebest
burma14 3333 0.3 16747 3323 0.0 9824
ulysses22 7073 0.8 36631 7013 0.0 30925
eil51 450 5.5 126175 435 2.1 113980
berlin52 8093 7.3 135670 7787 3.2 135263
st70 720 6.6 210339 693 2.7 213953
eil76 589 9.4 207454 559 3.9 239400
pr76 115678 7.0 244200 112825 4.3 291478
gr96 59110 7.1 343631 57276 3.7 346040
kroA100 22874 7.5 374095 21596 1.5 407959
eil101 685 8.9 315624 672 6.8 324708
ch130 6661 9.0 510299 6448 5.5 519051
ch150 7248 11.0 577297 6906 5.8 603625
gr202 43353 8.0 884525 42296 5.3 820052
tsp225 4323 10.4 984360 4234 8.1 1069647
a280 2965 15.0 1338809 2923 13.3 1356322
pcb442 58021 14.3 2328181 56343 11.0 2385774
gr666 338838 15.1 4014526 332335 12.9 4210456
pr1002 308884 19.2 6568289 299594 15.7 6749630
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(a) Instances: burma14 - kroA100
(b) Instances: eil101 - pr1002
Fig. 4. Performance: Hand-Tuned, Revac-Tuned and C-strategy
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Table 5. Performance of Revac-tuned conﬁgurations. AS: Average Solution, %ΔAv:
Relative distance to optimum of the average of 10 runs, EAv: Average evaluations, BS:
Best solution of 10 runs, %ΔBest: Relative distance to optimum of the best solution
found, Ebest: Evaluations of the best run, Δ
+: Improvement of relative distance to
optimum compared to the hand-tuned version.
Instance AS %ΔAv EAv† BS %ΔBest Ebest† Δ+
burma14 3388 2.0 518 3336 0.4 707 -1.7
ulysses22 7150 2.0 1561 7013 0.0 1823 -1.1
eil51 473 11.1 4052 451 5.9 4256 -5.5
berlin52 8305 10.1 9799 7547 0.1 9565 -2.8
st70 750 11.1 13008 709 5.0 17287 -4.5
eil76 594 10.4 12049 573 6.5 13426 -1.0
pr76 119710 10.7 7854 117792 8.9 6036 -3.7
gr96 61503 11.4 33120 58362 5.7 39705 -4.3
kroA100 23285 9.4 56371 21924 3.0 50938 -1.9
eil101 683 8.6 122179 663 5.4 144320 0.2
ch130 6708 9.8 124983 6455 5.6 131313 -0.8
ch150 7124 9.1 724714 6964 6.7 749362 1.9
gr202 43833 9.1 274549 43150 7.4 306989 -1.2
tsp225 4343 10.9 849222 4264 8.9 819274 -0.5
a280 2905 12.6 2227123 2819 9.3 2303958 2.3
pcb442 57221 12.7 3372096 56269 10.8 3344210 1.6
gr666 333980 13.5 3779875 327663 11.3 3979137 1.7
pr1002 297017 14.7 4857562 290840 12.3 4965511 4.6
† The amount of evaluations speciﬁed does not include the around of 109 evaluations
performed by the tuning process.
Our strategy helps the algorithm to improve the quality of the solutions found
by the tuned versions. The greater is the number of cities the more noteworthy
are the results obtained by the C-strategy.
6 Conclusions
We propose in this paper a strategy for an adaptive parameter control for CLON-
ALG.
For intensiﬁcation, our strategy works with the number of clones to be im-
proved. When the improvement procedure has been applied successfully the algo-
rithm increases the number of clones which will follow the improvement process
in the next iteration.
In our design we have taken into account the overhead produced by including
our strategy. It is a low cost strategy. The main advantage of using adaptive
strategies to improve the behavior of the CLONALG comes from non-existing
pre-execution time. The tuning techniques can obtain very good results to ﬁnd
tuned parameters for a given problem, but the parameter conﬁguration step
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Table 6. Performance of C-strategy. AS: Average Solution, %ΔAv : Relative distance
to optimum of the average of 10 runs, EAv: Average evaluations, BS: Best solution of
10 runs, %ΔBest: Relative distance to optimum of the best solution found, Ebest: Eval-
uations of the best run, Δ+: Improvement of relative distance to optimum compared
to the hand-tuned version.
Instance AS %ΔAv EAv BS %ΔBest Ebest Δ
+
burma14 3326 0.1 13326 3323 0.0 13069 0.2
ulysses22 7023 0.1 37915 7013 0.0 39049 0.7
eil51 444 4.2 280361 429 0.7 212817 1.3
berlin52 7870 4.4 325300 7542 0.0 276394 2.9
st70 705 4.5 624727 683 1.2 673642 2.1
eil76 567 5.3 715914 551 2.4 649833 4.1
pr76 113273 4.7 742192 109504 1.2 838858 2.2
gr96 57878 4.8 1484345 56145 1.7 1653666 2.2
kroA100 22545 5.9 1643365 21753 2.2 1629237 1.5
eil101 667 6.0 1394766 652 3.7 1300641 2.9
ch130 6444 5.5 2803527 6263 2.5 3069959 3.5
ch150 6931 6.2 3969191 6722 3.0 4137293 4.9
gr202 42771 6.5 7422549 41886 4.3 41886 1.4
tsp225 4186 6.9 9877811 4076 4.1 9599825 3.5
a280 2809 8.9 17376294 2734 6.0 17240650 6.1
pcb442 55693 9.7 45624518 54588 7.5 49324914 4.6
gr666 323210 9.8 117452296 317200 7.8 120874559 5.3
pr1002 282506 9.1 286994425 276963 6.9 280607399 10.2
requires a huge amount of time compared to the time needed for the tuned
algorithm to ﬁnd a solution.
The original TSP-CLONALG algorithm uses 6 parameters. Accorditong to
the results obtained using Revac, the value of these parameters are diﬀerent
for diﬀerent instances of the TSP. Thanks to our dynamic control strategy the
number of parameters to solve TSP is reduced to only 2. Moreover, these 2
parameters require only one tuning step whatever is the TSP instance to be
solved from these used in our tests.
The algorithm using our adaptive strategy does not require to be re-tuned
for solving new instances of the problem. Thus, the time invested for tuning is
strongly reduced. The strategy that is proposed helps CLONALG to improve its
performance when it is solving Travelling Salesman Problem instances. The C-
strategy is able to improve the performance in all instances tested with a relative
average improvement of 3.3.
As future workwe would like to evaluate our strategy in CLONALG using other
hard combinatorial problems. We are also considering to include this strategy in
other kinds of artiﬁcial immune algorithms based on Immune Network Models.
We are working to include this strategy in CD-NAIS, an immune algorithm that
solves hard instances of Constraint Satisfaction Problems. A promising research
area is the collaboration between various parameter control strategies.
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